2007 LEEUWIN ESTATE
ART SERIES RIESLING
Review Summary
92 pts

“Bouncing with waxy, honeyed, citrussy aroma – it’s probably a little forward in its
development, but it’s devilishly attractive. Drinking it brings a delicate lilt of apple and gooseberry
flavor, and there’s a fair amount of tangy length. One of the better Leeuwin rieslings I’ve seen.”
Campbell Mattinson, The Wine Front
May 2009

90 pts “Spicy, slightly spiky aromas of lime juice and lemon rind are lifted by a floral perfume.

Long, taut and tangy, it’s still quite broad and generous in mid-palate before finely tapering
towards a clean and brittle finish. Underpinned by chalky, powdery phenolics, it’s fresh and
varietal, with a lingering impression of crisply sliced apple and citrusy acids.”
Jeremy Oliver, The Australian Wine Annual - 2009

89 pts “The 2007 Riesling Art Series is medium straw-colored with a complex bouquet of citrus,
petrol, lemon-lime, and spring flowers. This leads to a crisp, dry wine with excellent acidity,
complex flavors, and a very long, firm finish. This Trocken-styled Riesling will evolve for 5-7 years
and drink well for at least a decade thereafter.”
Jay Miller, Robert Parker’s The Wine Advocate
August 2008, Issue 178 “Value Wines”

89 pts “Silky in texture, this dry version offers pretty pear and peach flavors counterbalanced by
lively lime and mineral notes.”
Harvey Steiman, Wine Spectator
November 2008

89 pts - Best of the Best by Variety

“Still exceptionally pale at 18 months of age; crisp
acidity defines the ultra-fine palate; a Peter Pan style which may never grow up; match with oysters.”
James Halliday’s Australian Wine Companion
2010

88 pts

“Light yellow. Fresh lime and dusty minerals on the nose, with gentle floral and spice
qualities adding complexity. Light-bodied citrus flavors are modestly concentrated and clean but
come up a bit short.”
Josh Raynolds, Stephen Tanzer’s International Wine Cellar
Jul/Aug 2008

